
Linear Equations 

y = mx + c     m = slope or gradient  and c is the y-intercept

ax + by + c = 0     where a, b, and c are integers and a is positive

    y = c   Horizontal Line    slope or gradient = 0

    x = d   Vertical Line     slope or gradient is undefined

Using your GDC to solve equations

Press Math and select Solver (last thing on the list)

Enter the left side of the equals sign in E1 and press Enter
Enter the right side of the equals sign in E2 and press Enter  

Yellow 84 Plus C Silver or any 84 Plus CE

   At X = and press ALPHA Enter to get the answer

If there is a dot next to the X then you know that is your answer

Arrow up to start over with a new problem

Grey 84 Plus Silver

When you go to the Solver you first need to arrow up to enter the 
equation at eqn: 0 =  and then press enter

The only difference is that with these calculators you need to move 
everything to one side of the equals sign before you enter the equation

   At X = and press ALPHA Enter to get the answer

Press Y = 1)
Get the equation solved for y•

Solving a Pair of Linear Equations Using the GDC

Exercise 2.3 and 2.4 Linear Equations and the GDC
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Press Y = 1)
Enter the equations in Y1 and Y22)
Press Graph3)
Adjust the Window so that you can see the point of intersection4)
Press 2nd then Trace and then select Intersect5)
When it says First Curve?, press Enter6)
When it says Second Curve?, press Enter7)
When it says Guess?, press Enter8)
Once it says Intersection then write down the x and y values9)

Zoom 3 Enter will Zoom out to -40 to 40
Zoom 6  gets you a standard window of -10 to 10 on both the x and y axis
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